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TDV SPECIAL REPORT: EURO PACIFIC BANK
By Vin Maru

There are many ways to purchase physical gold and silver locally and internationally, something we highly recommend
everyone consider as a part of their gold diversification strategy. We also look for unique product and services which
relate to owning precious metals including storage and transportation options, something we will be covering in our
upcoming Special Report on international gold ownership and transporation, due out in February.

But, when we find unique products or services that relate to gold, we want to share
them with subscribers right away.  While listening to an audio clip with Peter Schiff
of Euro Pacific Capital, he mentioned a new product offering through Euro Pacific
Bank, their off shore bank located in St. Vincent.  He called it “The World’s First
True Gold Card”, so we were dying to find out more about what this gold card was
all about.

THE WORLD'S FIRST TRUE "GOLD CARD"

The problem with owning gold is your ability to spend it easily; you can’t easily convert it to cash and spend it right
away.  This is actually a good thing if you are looking for a store of value and a form of savings which is not easily
spent. But, Euro Pacific Bank solves the problem of easy convertibility and accessing spending money when needed
with a gold debit card.   You have the option of storing your funds in paper currencies or purchasing gold, having it
stored for you and then converting it to cash when needed.

Why are we impressed with this new product offering?

You can buy it from them and have your gold stored for you
You are issued a debit card which can be used at most ATMs around the world and anywhere Master Card is
accepted.
It's a very practical way of storing your wealth in gold but having easy access to spending money
Offshore banking where privacy is assured, located in the Caribbean, St. Vincent’s and Grenadine
Possibly a new way of doing banking
Simple and 24/7 access to your gold, with the gold backed debit card
You have the option of having a US$ or Euro debit card
Extremely reasonable costs for having an international bank account (Open fee $150 US or  $100 EUR and
monthly fee of $8 US or $7 EUR)

Now, before our US subscribers get too excited, as usual, the US Government has made it so you are one of the only
citizens in the world who is not eligible to get this card.  This is why it is incredibly important for all US citizens to acquire
a second foreign passport.  (TDV offers a service to get a Dominican Republic passport quickly, cheaply and easily
here).  Note: Citizens of the "Eastern Caribbean States" are also prohibited from opening an account due to local laws
in that region.

Below is a brief description and FAQ’s provided by Europacbank.com

Euro Pacific Bank Gold Debit Card account
Gold has historically been an excellent way to preserve one’s purchasing power over the long term.  However, in
today’s world it does not act well as a medium of exchange.   In contrast, many of the world’s fiat currencies are
now being questioned as a store of value, but are still used predominately for exchange.  The Euro Pacific Gold
Debit Card has solved this problem.  Now, in a cost effective manner, clients can have a bank account
denominated in gold that has a debit card associated with it.  

FAQ
Q – What is the minimum amount to open an account?

A- $5000.00

Q - Where is the gold stored?
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A.  Through a relationship with the Perth Mint in Australia your gold will be stored in an unallocated account.

Q – Are there precious metals storage fees?

A – No, the Euro Pacific Bank Gold Card accounts have no fees for gold storage.

Q- How safe is my gold?

A – Euro Pacific Bank is audited and is regulated by the International Financial Authority (IFSA) and adheres to the
strict privacy laws of St. Vincent and the Grenadines.  In addition, the Perth Mint is wholly owned by the Western
Australian Government and audited regularly.   The Perth Mint offers one of the world's most secure locations for
hard asset storage.

Q- What are the costs associated with buying gold?

A – Gold transactions done online.  4%

Offline trades executed during Perth Mints business hours.

$5000 - $19,999.00 – 3%

$20,000- $49,999.00 - 2.5%

$50,000 - $99,999.00 -2.25%

$100,000.00 – 2%

The process of opening an account is easy and could be done within a few days:

1. Open a Euro Pacific account, fund it.
2. Log into your online account, purchase gold.
3. When you want to spend some of your gold, sell the amount of your choice and load up your card.

Now you can actually own gold and convert the amounts you choose into cash efficiently and spend it at more than
30 million locations and 1.4 million ATM’s worldwide

FINAL THOUGHTS ON THE EURO PACIFIC GOLD DEBIT CARD

Anyone (except US citizens) interested in diversifying assets out of their home country should seriously consider this as
an option; the process is fairly easy and very discreet.   Unfortunately they are not able to store your physical gold, so
transporting current gold holdings to them and using the gold debit card against your physical gold is not possible at
the moment.  Also, gold purchases and storage are through Perth Mint in an unallocated account. 

The cost of opening the account is extremely reasonable, $150 US account opening fee and $8 monthly maintenance
fee. For Euro based accounts the costs are $100 EUR opening fee and $7 EUR monthly fee.  There are some
additional charges for extra services when required (such as lost cards, additional cards, specific statement or
documents...etc) however the costs seem reasonable for international banking.  We also suggest visiting the site for
costs of any additional charges that may arise.   

Once the account is open you are also given the option of having a brokerage account for purchasing all kinds of
securities around the world including Stocks, Funds, Forex, Spot Gold and Silver, Futures and CFDs.  We will cover the
brokerage and trading account in another report.  This is one of the reasons we like having an account with Euro
Pacific Bank, it opens up lots of opportunities for investments outside of the US$ and the EURO.

PROCESS TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT

The process to open an account is very easy and discrete and it only takes a few days.

1. Fill out the online Application Form  (it only takes 5 minutes).
2. For more Information on opening an account and getting a gold debit card, please visit the site with the link

below.
3. Gather the documents required – two notarized photo IDs (passport & drivers licence) and a bank reference

Letter (contact your branch manager for this letter; it should state that you have an account with them in good
standing).

4. Upload a copy of the documents in your account or fax it to them.
5. Once documents are verified by Euro Pac Bank, they will approve and open the account
6. You are now ready to fund the account, buy gold or transfer funds to a debit card (which can also be used as a

credit card for online transactions).

Click here if you are interested in opening the account.

For more Information on opening an account and getting a gold debit card, please visit the site with the link below.

http://www.europacbank.com

Euro Pacific Bank Limited
111 Euro House
Financial Services Centre
Stoney Ground
Kingstown, VC0100
St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Tel:    +784 453 2086

http://secure.europacbank.com/register_alt.php?ra=903ce9225fca3e988c2af215d4e544d3
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Fax:   +784 453 2085
Email: info@europacbank.com
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